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Nomenclature: Vesi, Ostrogothi, Tervingi, Greuthungi. Contemporaneous references to the Gothic tribes use
the terms "Vesi" (Latin for Visigoths), "Ostrogothi", "Thervingi", and "Greuthungi".Most scholars have
concluded that the terms "Vesi" and "Tervingi" were both used to refer to one particular tribe, while the terms
"Ostrogothi" and "Greuthungi" were used to refer to another.
Visigoths - Wikipedia
A hypocaust (Latin hypocaustum) is a system of central heating in a building that produces and circulates hot
air below the floor of a room, and may also warm the walls with a series of pipes through which the hot air
passes.This air can warm the upper floors as well. The word derives from the Ancient Greek hypo meaning
"under" and caust-, meaning "burnt" (as in caustic).
Hypocaust - Wikipedia
History []. The earliest known independent state of Morocco was the Berber Kingdom of Mauretania under
Bocchus I. This kingdom dates back to 110 BCE. From the 1st century BCE, Morocco was part of the Roman
Empire as Mauretania Tingitana.Christianity was introduced in the 2nd century CE and gained converts in the
Roman towns, among slaves and Berber farmers.
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